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GENERALIZED ITERATION OF FORCING
M. GROSZEK AND T. JECR
ABSTRACT. Generalized iteration extends the usual notion of iterated forcing
from iterating along an ordinal to iterating along any partially ordered set. We
consider a class of forcings called perfect tree forcing. The class includes Axiom
A forcings with a finite splitting property, such as Cohen, Laver, Mathias, Miller,
Prikry-Silver, and Sacks forcings. If go is a perfect tree forcing, there is a
decomposition ~ * [Jf such that ~ is countably closed, [Jf has the countable
chain condition, and ~ * [Jf adds a go-generic set.
Theorem. The mixed-support generalized iteration of perfect tree forcing decom-

positions along any well-founded partial order preserves

CUI •

Theorem. If ZFC is consistent, so is ZFC + 20J is arbitrarily large + whenever
go is a perfect tree forcing and £g is a collection of CUI dense subsets of go ,
there is a £g -generic filter on go.

O.

INTRODUCTION

Generalized iterations encompass not only iterations but also product forcings and other forcing constructions which partake of the nature of each.
Suppose X is any partially ordered set. An iteration along the partial order
X should add to the ground model M a generic sequence, G = (G(x)lx EX) ;
each G(x) should be generic over M[(G(y)ly < x)], and if Y is an initial
segment of X then G ~ Y should be added by an iteration along Y. If X
is an ordinal we are talking about a standard iteration, and if the ordering on
X is trivial, our definition is that of a product forcing. The specific forcings
of [7] and [8], designed to accomplish iterations along other partial orders, are
examples of situations in which the natural forcing construction is a generalized
iteration.
Generalized iteration shares in the advantages and disadvantages of both
product forcing and standard iteration. For example, assuming GCH in the
ground model, the countable support iteration of Sacks forcing [17] along w 2
preserves cardinals [2]. The same is true if w 2 is replaced by any well-founded
partial order X which is w2-like (i.e., for any x E X there are at most WI
points below x). Suppose that X is also w 2 -directed (i.e., any size WI subset
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of X has an upper bound in X) and has size K, where K is greater than
co 2 ' and consider the countable support iteration of Sacks forcing along X.
Like product forcing, it adds K Sacks reals without collapsing cardinals. Like
iteration of length co 2 ' it produces a model in which any size COl set of reals is
contained in some intermediate extension N, and there is a real which is Sacks
generic over N.
This seems to hint that generalized iteration could offer an approach to obtaining consistency results with large continuum, where standard iterations have
been limited to producing models in which the continuum is co 2 ' In fact, this
is only a partially successful method of dealing with that general problem. The
limitation is the extent to which generalized iteration encompasses product forcing. Product forcing tends to add extraneous objects to the model, evading the
tight control of a standard iteration. Thus, while generalized iteration is well
suited to producing models which are rich in partially generic objects, it is less
easily adapted to situations in which some of this potential richness must be
avoided.
The following two examples illustrate these two situations.
Forcing principles are internal forcing axioms which assert that the universe
of sets is rich. They include forcing principles related to Martin's Axiom [14],
generalizations of MA [18], and the proper forcing axiom [4]. The forcing
principle FP(~, K) states that if .9 is any forcing partial order in the class
~ , and {g is a collection of less than K dense subsets of .9 , then there is
a ~ -generic filter on .9. Baumgartner's forcing construction of a model of
FP(~, co2 ), where ~ is the class of Axiom A partial orders, is an iteration
whose length is a weakly compact cardinal (it is shown that the weakly compact
is necessary) and produces a model in which the continuum is co 2 ' These two
properties (using a large cardinal and making the continuum co 2 ) are common
to nearly all forcings designed to produce models of forcing principles (with the
outstanding exception of Martin's Axiom [14]).
A generalized iteration can produce, from a model of ZFC, a model in which
the continuum is arbitrarily large and, for a certain subclass til of Axiom
A partial orders, FP(tII, co 2 ) holds. The strategy, as suggested above, is to
iterate forcing partial orders from til along an co 2 -like, co 2 -directed partial
ordering; the technical problem is to choose til so that a suitable iteration will
not collapse cardinals. (As the existence of incomparable points in X means
that the iteration will include some product forcing, til clearly cannot include
all countable chain condition forcings, for example.) The use of generalized
iteration allows us not only to make the continuum arbitrarily large but also to
avoid the use of large cardinals.
To argue that the desired forcing principle holds in the generic extension,
consider a relevant .9 and ~ , and reflect to an initial segment of the iteration;
if the next step in the iteration is to force with .9 , then that adds the required
{g -generic filter. In the case of a standard iteration, the next step might have
been to force, not with .9, but with some other forcing partial order; a large
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cardinal reflection argument guarantees that at least one opportunity to take
care of .9 and 9 was taken. In the case of a non-well-ordered iteration, there
can be many "next steps"; we can force with everything in sight, and thus be
assured that .9 and 9 are taken care of at the first opportunity.
An example indicating some limitations of these techniques of generalized
iteration is the question of the Borel conjecture. The Borel conjecture states
that there are no uncountable sets of reals with strong measure zero. Laver [13]
showed this statement to be consistent, in a model with the continuum w2 •
The problem of obtaining a model of the Borel conjecture with the continuum
large was long considered (until solved by Woodin [20] with a quite specific
construction) to be a paradigm of such problems.
The natural approach to attacking this question with a generalized iteration
is, once again, to iterate Laver forcing along an w2 -like, w2 -directed partial
order. This can be done without collapsing cardinals. In the resulting model,
every set of reals of size WI is contained in some intermediate extension, over
which a Laver generic real is added. This does not produce the desired result,
because, as Laver comments, strong measure zero sets can be killed (as by adding
a Laver real) but can also be resurrected (as by adding a Cohen real). Because
the product of two copies of Laver forcing adds a Cohen real, in the generalized
iteration we have just described, any size WI strong measure zero set that turns
up will be continually killed off in intermediate extensions, by Laver forcing,
and brought back to life in further extensions, by Cohen forcing. It is clear,
from the Il2 nature of the definition of strong measure zero, that such a set
will have strong measure zero in the final model.
This paper is organized in four main sections, dealing with generalized iteration, perfect tree forcing, iterated perfect tree forcing, and the relative consistency of FP(perfect tree forcing, ( 2 ) with large continuum.
The definition of generalized iteration is modeled after the definition of a
standard iteration as in [1]; thus if .9x is an iteration along X, a condition
p is a function with domain X, such that each p(x) is a term for an element
of the generic set G(x). The details of the definition state some obviously desirable properties, having the consequences that G(x) is in fact generic over
M[(G(y)ly < x)] and that if Y ~ X is downward-closed then the obvious
restriction .9y is an iteration along Y, is an initial segment of .9x (in the
sense that the Boolean algebra associated with .9y is a complete subalgebra of
that associated with .9x ' implying a factoring lemma), and adds the generic
sequence (G(Y)IY E Y). In §1, we give this definition and state some lemmas
involving closure and chain conditions (essentially, the collection of standard
lemmas that hold for both standard iterations and products). Finally, looking
ahead to later constructions, we define a specific sort of "mixed-support" iteration along an w2-like partial order and state some of its important properties.
We make use of some ideas from Baumgartner's proof that standard countable
support iteration of Axiom A forcing in length w 2 preserves cardinals under
GCH [1] and from Laver's construction in [13].
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In §2, we define the perfect tree property. Forcing partial orders with the
perfect tree property include Cohen [3], Laver [13], Mathias [15], Miller [16],
Prikry-Silver [6], and Sacks [17] forcings. All of these satisfy Axiom A [1] and
have a finite splitting property analogous to that of Sacks forcing: to build a
condition s which ~n -extends a given condition t, split t up into finitely
many extensions (whose join is t), extend each of those individually, and then
paste them back together to get s. Perfect tree forcing attempts to isolate this
quality. In this section, we also describe a method of adding a 9'-generic, where
9' is a perfect tree forcing, by first forcing with a countably closed ($' to add a
countable chain condition suborder .9f of 9' , and then forcing with .9f . This
decomposition draws its original inspiration from Jensen's forcing construction
of a definable minimal degree [10], in which 9' is Sacks forcing, and instead of
forcing with ($' , he constructs .9f by using <> to meet the relevant dense sets.
In §3, we show that the mixed-support generalized iteration of perfect tree
forcing decompositions preserves WI' Here, mixed support means that the
countably closed (($') part has countable support, and the countable chain condition (.9f) part has finite support. Basically, we bound a term for a countable
ordinal by doing a fusion argument within the countable support part of a condition, using the finite splitting property to anticipate further finite support parts
of any further extension. That any uniform method of iterating these forcings
while preserving WI must rely on some such notion of mixed support could
be predicted by considering methods of doing product forcing while preserving
WI' (For Cohen forcing, finite support works and countable support does not;
for Sacks forcing, exactly the opposite; for Mathias forcing, neither works, but
a mixed-support product similar to the mixed-support iteration described in [1]
does.)
In the final section, we prove Theorem 15,
Con(ZF) ::} Con(ZFC +FP(perfect tree forcing, w 2 )

+ 2 is arbitrarily large) ,
0J

by the methods outlined above.
We assume familiarity with the technique of iterated forcing [1] and follow,
to the extent that they are appropriate, the notational conventions of [1]. In
particular, p ~ q means p is stronger than q, or p extends q. Many of the
usual subtleties we obscure without remarking upon, except where they may be
of genuine concern. The forcing partial orders we describe, for example, are
actually preorderings; as usual, we assume that we pass to the partial order of
equivalence classes by identifying conditions p and q if p ~ q and q ~ p .
This fact is not commented on except in the proof of Lemma 6, where we are
concerned with the size of a partial order. We use no special notation to distinguish among terms for objects in various models; if we want to emphasize that
the term a is to be interpreted in the model N, we denote the corresponding
object (a)N. The rest of our notational conventions are corollaries of the policy
that a given symbol should always be used to denote the same sort of object;
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GENERALIZED ITERATION

If X is any partial order, an iteration along X should be a partial order that
adds to the ground model M a generic set, (G(x)lx E X), with the property
that each G(x) is generic over M[(G(y)ly < x)] for some partial order tffx ' In
case X is an ordinal, our definition will reduce to that of a standard iteration;
if the ordering on X is trivial, a product forcing.
The definition below is modeled after the definition of a standard iteration
(as in, e.g., [1]). Thus, a condition is a function p with domain X, each p(x)
being a term for a condition in tffx; a stronger condition q (which we denote
q :5 p ) extends p on each coordinate.
We refer to partial orders along which we iterate as support partial orders,
and partial orders with which we force as forcing partial orders.

Definition. Let X be any support partial order, and .9 a forcing partial order
whose elements are functions with domain X. For Y a downward-closed
subset of X, x EX, and p E .9 , let
.9y
X ~ x = {yly

= {p

~ Yip E

< x} and

.9} ,

X(x) = {yly :5 x},

.9 ~ x = .9Xtx and .9(x) = .9X{x) ,
p ~x

=p

~

(X ~ x).

Then .9 is an iteration along X provided:
(i) If Y ~ X is downward-closed, and .9y is given the induced ordering
p :5 q iff there are p and q in .9x such that

p ~Y = p,

q ~ Y = q,

then whenever p E.9, q E.9y , q :5 p

~

Y, and we define

P(y)={q(y),
p(y),

then PE.9.
Whenever p E .9 , q E .9 , and p

~

p :5 q,

and
yEY,
y i Y,

X - Y

=q

~

X - Y , then p :5 q iffp ~

Y:5q~Y.

(ii) There is an indexed set of terms (tffxlx E X) such that for each x EX,

.9(x) is the two-step iteration .9 ~ x

* tffx .

(iii) The maximal element of .9 is the condition 1, where for every x EX,
1(x) is forced to be the maximal element of tffx (also denoted 1).
This implies that for downward-closed Y ~ X, 1 ~ Y is the maximal element
of .9y .
(iv) For any p and q in .9, p :5 q iff for every x EX, P ~ x :5 q ~ x and
p ~ x If- p(x) $ q(x) .
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This definition implies that if Y ~ X is downward-closed, then .9y is an
iteration along Y . .9x will always denote a forcing partial order which is an
iteration along the support partial order X .
Forcing with .9 ~ x may be denoted If-- x •
If :§ ~ .9x is generic over the ground model M, and Y ~ X is downwardclosed, then
:§y = {p ~ Yip E :§}

is generic for .9y over M. We may denote
My = M[:§y]'

The set :§ is equivalent to G = (G(x)lx E X) , sometimes called the generic
sequence, defined by
G(x)

We also denote, for Y

~

= {(p(x))Mxrxlp E :§}.

X and x EX,

and G r x = G r (X ~ x).
If X is an ordinal a, then an iteration along X is an iteration in the usual
sense. If all the points of X are incomparable, then an iteration along X is a
product of the forcing partial orders (tffx Ix E X) .
This definition does not have the inductive nature of the definition of a
standard iteration, allowing for the possibility that X is ill-founded. Although
an ill-founded iteration is appropriate in some contexts (Easton forcing [5] can
be regarded as one, as can the forcing partial order of [7]), in general, merely
producing an iteration along an ill-founded partial order poses a challenge which
we are content to avoid.
Gy = G

rY

Definition. From this point on, all support partial orders are well founded.

Even for a well-founded support partial order X, .9x generally cannot be
viewed as a standard iteration, the ath component of which is some product
of the (tffxl height(x) = a) . This is because the term p(x) can only depend on
G ~ x , an important point when dealing with generalized iteration.
As with standard iteration, however, we can now define .9x inductively and
apply inductive proofs. Similarly, we can specify .9x by giving (tffxlx E X)
and the type of supports to be required.
Definition. For p E .9x ' the support of p is

supp(p) = {xl.(p r x If-- p(x) = I)}.

Definition. Suppose .9x is an iteration along x of (tffx Ix E X) , and 'Y is a
collection of subsets of X, such that 'Y contains all finite subsets of X, 'Y is

closed under taking subsets and under unions (i.e., 'Y is an ideal in the power
set of X, .9(X)). Then .9x is the iteration of (tffxlx E X) with supports from
'Yiff
.9x = {pip is a function with domain X, supp(p) E 'Y ,
and for all x EX, P r X(x) E.9 r x * tffx }'
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Instead of the above, we could have chosen to follow the strategy of a standard
iteration, by defining 9'x from !/ and (~xlx E X) , by induction on the height
of X. One way to do this is to set
9'x = {pip is a function with domain X,
("Ix

E X)[P t x

is in the {Y n X t xlY E!/}
support iteration of (~y Iy < x) ,
and p t x

I~

p(x) E ~x1, and supp(p) E !/}.

As usual, we may refer to Ie-SUpport or less-than- Ie-SUpport iterations where Ie
is any cardinal.
Since generalized iteration encompasses product forcing, it does not preserve
cardinals as easily as standard iteration. The following lemmas, however, involving closure and cardinality arguments, can be lifted directly from the corresponding proofs for standard iterations and products.

Definition. Let X be a partial order and Ie a cardinal. X is Ie-like iff for every
x EX, CARD(X t x) < Ie .
For the rest of this section, let X denote a support partial order,
in 9'(X) , Ie and A regular cardinals.

!/

an ideal

Lemma 1. If % is a collection of downward-closed subsets of X; % is closed
under unions of size less that Ie; for every Z in %, 9'z is Ie-closed; and 9'x
is the union of {9'z IZ E %}; then 9'x is Ie-closed.
Lemma 2. If % is a collection of downward-closed subsets of X; for every Z
in %, 9'z is Ie-closed; and
9'x = {pip is a function with domain X, and (VZ E %)[P

tZ

E 9'z]);

then 9'x is Ie-closed.

Lemma 3. If 9'x is an iteration with supports from !/; !/ is closed under
unions of size less than Ie; and each ~x is forced to be Ie-closed; then 9'x is
Ie-closed.
(This lemma is proved by induction on the height of X. Let Z (P) =
{xlht(x) < P}. If ht(X) is a limit ordinal, apply Lemma 1 or Lemma 2,
depending on the cofinality of ht(X) , with % = {Z(P)IP < ht(X)}. If
ht(X) = Q; + 1 , use the fact that 9'Z(o) and each ~x for x of height Q; are
Ie-closed.)

Lemma 4. Assume GC H , Ie and A are regular cardinals. If Ie < A, X is A-like,
9'x is an iteration along X for which all supports have size less than Ie, and
whenever Y c X has cardinality less than Ie, CARD(9'y) < A, then 9'x has
the A-chain condition.
(The above lemma is proved using a standard delta system argument.)
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Now we are about to define a kind of mixed-support iteration. The intention
is for each forcing partial order tffx to add a generic subset of some standard
forcing [)?J to add a real; tffx will not be [)?J itself, but an associated forcing
partial order. The next section will be devoted to giving a property of [)?J which
will guarantee that WI is preserved by the iteration.
Definition. Let X be any support partial order, and [)?Jx an iteration along X.
Suppose that for each x EX, the forcing partial order at coordinate x is a
two-step iteration. Instead of tffx' denote it by tffx * .9fx ' For p E [)?Jx ' since
p(x) is forced to be in tffx *.9fx ' we can write

p(x) = (pQ(x) , pR(X))
and define the root of p to be

root(p) = {xl-'(p ~ x If- (pQ(x) If- pR(X) = I))}.
Then, inductively on the height of X, define the mixed-support iteration of
(tffx * .9fx lx E X) to be the iteration [)?Jx such that
(i) For all x EX, [)?J
and [)?J ~ X(x) is [)?J ~ x
(ii) [)?Jx

= {pip

~

x is the mixed-support iteration of (tffy *.9fy IY < x) ,

* tffx *.9fx •

is a function on X, for all x EX, P ~ X(x) E [)?JX(x) ,

supp(P) is countable, and root (p) is finite}.
Definition. If [)?Jx is a mixed-support iteration, and p and q are in [)?Jx ' define
"p * -extends q" by

p :::;* q iffp :::; q and for all x EX, P ~ x If- pR(X) = qR(X).
Lemma 5. If [)?Jx is a mixed-support iteration for which all tffx are forced to be
countably closed, and (pnln < w) is a sequence from [)?Jx such that for all n,
Pn+1 :::;* Pn' then (pnln < w) has a lower bound in [)?Jx'
Definition. Dc [)?Jx is said to be * -dense in [)?Jx iff for every p E.9x there is
a qED such that q :::;* p.
Lemma 6. Suppose [)?Jx is a mixed-support iteration, all tffx are forced to be
countably closed, and for any antichain A c [)?Jx

{pl{q E Alq and p are compatible} is countable}
is *-dense in [)?Jx' (Equivalently, we could say that for any term a forced to lie
in the ground model,
{pi there is a countable ground model set B such that p If- a E B}
is *-dense in [)?Jx)' Then [)?Jx preserves WI'
Suppose further that each tffx *.9fx is forced to have size
ground model, GC H holds. Then :

WI

and that in the
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If CARD(X) :::; WI' then .9x has a·-dense subset of size WI' and .9x
preserves cardinals and GC H .
If X is w 2 -like, then .9x has the w 2-chain condition, and .9x preserves
cardinals.
Proof. The only part of this lemma which does not immediately follow from
preceding lemmas and standard facts about forcing is the claim that under the
cited hypothesis .9x has a·-dense subset .9 x of size WI' This is like the
analogous fact for Axiom A forcing. Inductively on the height of X we define

.9 x :
For all x EX, let
Then let

Ix

be a term for an enumeration of (fx *.9lx in type

WI'

.9x = {pi for all x, the value of Ix (P(x))
is decided by a countable antichain in.9 t x}.
Then, assuming we identify conditions p and q if p :::; q and q :::; p , it is not
hard to show inductively that .9 x is indeed a • -dense subset of .9x of size
-

-I

WI'

2.

PERFECT TREE FORCING

We now want to describe a property of tffx*.9lx which will guarantee that .9x '
the mixed-support iteration of (tffx *.9lx lx E X), preserves WI' We will design
tffx *.9lx corresponding to a given forcing partial order .9, to add a generic
subset of .9. (.9 can be anyone of a certain class of Axiom A partial orders,
among them the forcings to add reals introduced by Cohen, Laver, Mathias,
Miller, Prikry and Silver, and Sacks.) The countably closed tffx will generically
add .9lx c.9 with the property that any dense open subset of .9 intersects .9lx
in a dense set. In addition, tffx will take advantage of the fusion arguments that
prove .9 preserves WI' and will impose enough control on the fusion process
to prove that the generalized iteration preserves WI .
Generalized iteration of each of the individual forcings mentioned above can
be treated in a simpler manner than that described below: Cohen forcing by using finite supports, Sacks forcing by using countable supports, Mathias forcing
by using a different notion of mixed support. The point of the following definition is to provide a uniform method of iterating a class of forcings including
all of these, both for its own sake and to allow iterations that combine different
such forcings, as in the proof of Theorem 15.
Definition. If t c cg 2 and a E t, we say that a splits in t iff both a ~O and
a~1 are in t.
A perfect tree is a subset t of w2 which is downward-closed and such that
whenever a E t there is an extension of a which splits in t.
If t is a perfect tree, the stem of t, stem(t), is the least a which splits in
t. The nth splitting level of t is
Sn(t)

= {ala

splits in. and CARD({.

Sal. splits in t}) = n}.
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Hence stem(t) is the unique element of So(t).
If t is a perfect tree and U E t, the restriction of t to
(t)/1

= {T E tiT ~ U

or

U

U

is

C T}.

Let g- be the set of all perfect trees, ordered by
s :$ t

iff s

~

t.

Definition. A forcing partial order g; has the perfect tree property provided:
(i) g; is a suborder of g- which is closed under restrictions and under
changes of stem (i.e., if s E g;, U, T E n2, and U = stem(s), the tree obtained
by changing the stem of s to T,
{T~plu~p E s},
is also in g;).
(ii) (Zero-extensions) There is a refinement of :$, :$0' such that:
whenever s :$ t, T E s, and stem(s) ~ T, then (s)r :$0 (t\ ;
whenever s :$0 t, and sand 1 are obtained from sand t by
replacing stem(s) with u, then s :$0 1.
(In most applications, s :$0 t intuitively means that s :$ t and sand t have
the same finite part, possibly the same stem.)
This induces further refinements,
s :$n t

iff s:$o t & Sn(t) c s.

If S :$n t, we say that s n-extends t. As a consequence of this definition,
s :$n t

~

for all

U

E Sn(t) ,

(s)/1:$o (t)/1'

(iii) (Amalgamations) Suppose sand t are elements of g;, U E Sn(t) , and
s :$0 (t) /1' Then there is a condition r, called the amalgamation of s into t
and denoted Amn(s, t), such that:
r :$n t

and

(r)/1:$o s;

for all T E Sn(t) , (r)r is obtained either from s or from (t)r for some T by
a change of stem.
(iv) (Fusions) Suppose (tnln < w) is a sequence of conditions in g; such
that for any n, tn+1 :$n tn' Then tro = n{tnln < w} is in g;. Such a sequence
is called a fusion sequence, and tro is called its fusion.

Lemma 7. If g; has the perfect tree property, then g; preserves WI'
Proof. In fact, if g; is a perfect tree forcing, then g; satisfies Axiom A [1].
Given condition (iv) of the definition of perfect tree forcing, it is only necessary
to show:
Whenever t E g; , n < w, and A is a maximal antichain in g; , there are a
condition s :$n t and a countable Be A such that B is predense in g; below
s.
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Suppose then that t and A are given. Define a fusion sequence (tmlm < OJ)
inductively on m.
If m ~ n, let tm = t.
Suppose tm is given, m ~ n; let Sm(tm) = {r(i)li < 2m}. Inductively on
i ~ 2m define s( i) :
Let s(O) = tm .
Given s(i), if there is a condition r ~o (s(i))r(i) such that r extends some
element of A, let S;+I = Amn(r(s(i))). Otherwise, let s(i + 1) = s(i).
Finally, let tm+1 = s(2m). By construction, if (J E Sm(tm+l) and any zeroextension of (tm+I)(1 extends an element of A, then (tm+I)(1 already does so.
(We say we have successively zero-extended the (tm)(1' (J E Sm(tm) , and then
amalgamated them back in; a technique that will often be used.)
Let s be the fusion of the sequence (tmlm < OJ) , and
B = {r E

AI

for some

(J,

(s)(1

~

r}.

Then s ~n t, and B is predense below s, for, suppose, r ~ s. By extending
r, we can assume that r extends an element of A, and stem(r) E Sn(s) for
some n> m. But then r ~o (s)stem(r) , and so by construction (s)stem(r) extends
an element of B.
This proves the lemma.
We have claimed that Cohen, Laver, Mathias, Miller, Prikry-Silver, and Sacks
forcing can all be given the structure of perfect tree forcing. In the Appendix,
we give details for some illustrative examples.
Now we describe the decomposition of a perfect tree forcing partial order g
into a two-step iteration tff * 9f .
Roughly speaking, a condition in tff will be a pair (P, ~) such that P is a
countable suborder of g and ~ is a countable collection of predense subsets
of P; to extend the condition, increase both coordinates. (Thus tff will be
countably closed.) We will define 9f to be the union of all first coordinates
of conditions in the tff-generic set; thus (P,~) forces" P ~ 9f and every
element of ~ is pre dense in 9f". In order to carry out fusion arguments
within the countable set P, which will be necessary to show that tff forces
9f to add a g-generic set over the ground model, further restrictions must be
imposed on P and ~ .
Definition. (P,~) is a condition in tff provided:
(i) P is a countable suborder of g, closed under restrictions, changes
of stem, and finite unions of conditions with incompatible stems (when such
unions are conditions in g).
(ii) ~ is a countable collection of subsets of P, such that whenever A E ~
and t E P , then for some s E P, s ~o t and A is predense below s in the
larger forcing partial order g. (For an alternative definition of tff , one can
make the stronger, and more concrete, requirement that for some n and every
(J E Sn(X) , (s)(1 extends an element of A.)
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(P, JiI) $ (Q, .£I)

iff Q ~ P and.£l

~

JiI.

Under this definition, P is closed under amalgamations. It is also easy to
see that ~ is countably closed.
The next definition is that of a fusion process for ~. We want to take a
condition (P, JiI) and extend it to (Q,.£I) , such that there is aBE .£I , all of
whose elements have been constructed to have some desired property by a fusion argument. That is, while constructing a decreasing sequence of conditions
((Pn , N,,) In < w) , we simultaneously construct a collection of fusion sequences
from P(J) , in such a way that if B is the set of all fusions of those sequences,
there is a (Q, .£I) $ (P(J)' JiI(J)) with BE.£I . This definition allows some degree
of freedom in certain steps of the construction (the choice of (Pn , N,,) and the
extension step in the construction of the fusion sequences) that will depend on
what we want the predense set B to accomplish.
Definition. A fusion process for ~ is an (w + 1)-stage procedure, as follows.
During the process, conditions from ~, (Pn' N,,) for n < w, will be selected. Let {tnln < w} and {Anln < w} be standard diagonal enumerations of
P(J) = U{Pnln < w} and JiI(J) = U{N"ln < w}, respectively.
Begin by choosing a condition (Po' No) .
Stage n. First, begin constructing a fusion sequence (tn(m)lm < w) for tn by
setting, for all m $ n, tn(m) = tn'
Second, for each m $ n, define sm(n) $n tm(n) so that for any (J E
Sn(tm(n)) , and any r obtained from (sm(n))u by changing (J tn, for all
j $ n, A j is predense below r in .9. (We do this, as before, by successively
zero-extending all (tm(n))u and amalgamating them back in. Pn has closure
properties that allow us to carry out this process in Pn ' and choose sm (n) E Pn .)
Third, for each m $ n, choose tm(n + 1) $n sm(n). (This is the extension
step.)
Finally, choose (Pn+1, N,,+I) $ (Pn' N,,) . This completes stage n.
Stage w. For each m < w , let sm be the fusion of the fusion sequence for
t m , (tm(n)ln < w) (so, in particular, sm $0 t m ). Let
B = {sis is obtained from a restriction of some sm by change of stem}.

Let Q be the closure of P(J) U B under finite unions of conditions with incompatible stems, and let .£I = JiI(J) U {B}. This completes stage w.
Claim. (Q,.£I) is a condition in

~.

Proof of claim. It is not hard to see that Q is closed under restrictions and
changes of stem. As every An is, by construction, predense in .9 below every
element of B, it suffices to show that:
For every t E Q there is a SEQ such that S $0 t , and B is predense in .9
below s.
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Suppose, then, that t E Q. By the expression of t as a finite union, there
is some n such that for every (J E Sn(t) , either (t)(I E P(JJ or (t)(I E B. Let
Sn(t) = {r(i)li < k}, and inductively on i ~ k define t(i).
Let t(O) = t.
Given t(i), by construction so far, either (t(i)r(i) E B or (t(i))r(i) E Pro'
If (t(i))r(i) E B, let t(i + 1) = t(i). Otherwise, suppose (t(i))r(i) = tm . Then
sm ~o tm and sm E B; let t(i + 1) = Amn(sm' t(i)).
Finally, let S = t(k). For all (J E Sn(S) , (s)(I extends an element of B, so
B is predense in .9 below s; and S ~o t. This proves the claim.

Claim. Suppose S E B , and r is any extension of S in .9. Let

Q = {tit

E

Q or t is obtained from a restriction of r by a change of stem},

and let R be the closure of Q under the usual finite unions. Then
a condition in (ff.

(R,~)

is

Proof of claim. Exactly as above. R has the desired closure properties, and for
any t E R there is an n such that for any (J E Sn(t) , (t)(I is either in Pro'
in B, or obtained from a restriction of r by a change of stem (and hence an
extension of an element of B).
Lemma 8. If JJ ~ (ff is generic over M, !Jf = U{PI(P, 0) E JJ}, and D is a
dense subset of .9 in M, then D n!Jf is a dense subset of !Jf .

Proof. Let (P,.SiI) E (ff and t E P. Find (R,~) ~ (P,.SiI) such that there
is r ~ t in R n D: Perform a fusion process for (ff in which, for all n,
(Pn'~) = (P,.SiI), and the extension step is to set tm(n + 1) = sm(n) , (i.e.,
do nothing). If t = tm , choose r ~ sm from D, and define (R,~) as in the
above claim.
Lemma 9. !Jf as in Lemma 8 has the countable chain condition.
Proof. Let C be a term for a maximal antichain in !Jf, and (P,.SiI) be a
condition in (ff. As (ff is countably closed, we can assume that for every
t E P , either there are s E P and rEP such that

s
or

~o

t,

s

~

r, and (P,.SiI) If- r E C,

(P, .SiI) If- "no zero-extension of t extends an element of C".

Perform a fusion process for (ff, where for all n (Pn'~) = (P,.SiI) , and
the extension step is to find tm(n + 1) ~n Sm(n) such that for every (J E
Sn(tm(n + 1)), either

(P,.SiI) If- "no zero-extension of (tm(n + 1))(1 extends an element of C",
or (tm(n

+ 1))(1 extends some rEP such that
(P, .SiI) If- r E C;
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and, furthermore, the same is true of any condition obtained from
(tm(n + 1))0' by changing a ~ n. (This can be done as usual, by looking one
by one at restrictions of the condition in question to nodes on the nth splitting
level, zero-extending them to have the desired property, and then amalgamating
them back in.)
But now
(Q, fb) II- "{rl(P, Jik'} II- r E e&r E P} = e",

e to be countable.
e , and show

which forces

:Y , and r

E

To see this, let :Y c t!' be generic, (Q, fb) E

rEP and (P, Jik') II- r E c.

There is a condition t $ r in !Jf which extends some S E B. Then for
sufficiently large a E t, (t)O' $0 (s)o' ' and, by construction, if any zero-extension
of (s)o' extends an element of e, then for some rEP,
(S)o' $0 rand (P, Jik') II-

But then (t)O' $ rand (t)O' $ r; as
proof.

3.

e

r E c.

is an antichain, r

= r,

completing the

ITERATED PERFECT TREE FORCING

In this section, we use the notion of a "fusion process for t!''' (i.e., for each
t!'x ), as it was defined in §2, to prove that if each t!'x *!Jfx is the decomposition of a perfect tree forcing partial order, then the mixed-support iteration of
(t!'x * !Jfxlx E X) preserves WI •
In light of §1, we need only prove that if .9x is this mixed-support iteration
and a is any term for an element of the ground model, then the set of conditions
that force a into a countable ground model set is *-dense. We will exploit the
fact that the fusion process for t!' allows us to bound antichains in !Jf by
considering only finitely many conditions at anyone stage, to perform a siinilar
process for .9x .
Given P E.9x ' we would like to build a * -decreasing sequence (Pnln < w)
below p, whose lower bound can be extended to force a into a countable
ground model set. Essentially we will do the following: In building Pn+ 1 ' we
will be at stage n of a fusion process for t!'x on finitely many coordinates x
(say, for x E F). We will consider finitely many possible extensions p of Pn
such that, for each x E F, pR(X) is forced to be one of the conditions we zeroextend in the fusion process on t!'x; if it is possible to zero-extend the pR(X)
so that the resulting p $ P decides the value of a, we do so (as part of the
extension step), and p becomes a step on the way to determining Pn+ 1 • In this
way we find countably many possible values for a, and Pro' the lower bound
of (Pnln < w) , can be extended (by carrying out stage w of the fusion process
on every t!'x) to a condition q that forces this set to be exhaustive.
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The actual proof encounters technical obstacles of the following sort. We will
construct q so that whenever p' ~ q and p' decides the value of a, at some
stage we try to determine the value of a by extending some p such that for
every x E F,
M Xtx F (p')R(X) ~o (p)R(X).
However, this fact can be seen in the generic extension; in the ground model,
we cannot tell which choice of (pt(x) will actually correspond to the value of
(p')R(X) (at least, not while limiting ourselves to zero-extensions of (pt(x)) ,
and so p' may not suitably extend the condition p we explicitly considered.
Nonetheless, we are able to guarantee that the value p' forces for a is one of
the values we explicitly determined.

Definition. Let F be a finite subset of X, P a condition, k < (J), and {ri(x)li <
k, x E F} =.9f a finite collection of terms such that for all x and i,
II-- x ri(x) E (pQ(x))o'

(Recall that (pQ(x))o' the first coordinate of a condition in tJ'x' is itself a set
of conditions.) An assignment associated with F and .9f is a map / with
domain F, such that for all x E F, /(x) is a term for forcing with 9'Xtx and
II-- x (3i

< k)[/(x)

For an assignment / and a condition q

~

= ri(x)].

p, define a condition q(I) by setting

q(I)(x) = { (qQ(x) , /(x)) ,
q(x),

x E F,
x rt. F.

Define the notion of (F, O)-extension by saying, for any conditions p and q,
p ~(F ,0) q

iff P ~ q and for all x
R

P I x II-- (p (x)

~o

E

F,

R

q (x)).

Now we can be more specific about the technical problems mentioned above.
When building Pn+I' we are considering F and .9f. (.9f is determined by
the fusion process on tJ'x') We want to successively consider all associated
assignments /, (F, O)-extend Pn(/) to decide the value of a, and collect those
values to form An .
The problem is that the Quantifier (3i) in the definition of assignment cannot
be pulled down to the ground model, so that there are infinitely many such
assignments. For no finite set J is it true that whenever there is some /
such that q ~(F ,0) Pn(l) , then for a further (F, O)-extension q of q, there
is J E J such that q ~(F, 0) Pn (J). We can get away with considering only
finitely many assignments because of the following lemma.

Lemma 10. Suppose F has cardinality n, .9f = {ri(x)li < k, x E F}, {ljlj <
m} are assignments associated with F and .9f, q is a condition, a is a term
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for an element of the ground model, and {b)j < m} are distinct elements of the
ground model such that
('r/j

< m)[q(I) II- a

= bl

Then m:::; e.
Proof. Induction on n. If n = 0 and m > 1 , for any assignment I we have
q(I) = q, and so
q II- a = bo and q II- a = b j ,
a contradiction.
Suppose CARD(F) = n + 1 and m > e+ l . Let x be a minimal element
of F. For each h < m, Ih(x) is forced to be one of {rj(x)li > k}. Extend q
to q, by extending q ~ x without changing the rest of q, to decide for each
h < m the value of i such that Ih(x) = rj(x). Then there are i < k and H
of cardinality greater than
such that for h E H

e

q ~ x II- Ih(x) =

Let F = F - {x}, m
and for some Ii E H,

rJx).

= CARD(H) , B = {bhlh

E

H}, J

= {Ih

~

Flh

E

H},

q = q(I-;J

As q ~ x = q ~ x, and as q ~ x thus forces q(x) = rj(x) , whenever h E H,
q(ih ~ F) :::; q(Ih); and so we have a contradiction to the inductive hypothesis.
Lemma 11. Let X be any support partial order and .9x the mixed-support iteration of (tffx *9i'x lx E X), where each tffx *9i'x isforced to be the decomposition
of a perfect tree forcing partial order. Let a be a term for an element of the
ground model, and p E .9x' Then there are a countable ground model set A
and a condition q :::;* p such that q II- a EA.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume root(p) = 0. The condition
q will extend the lower bound of a * -decreasing sequence (;1nln < OJ), and A
will be the union of a sequence of finite sets (Anln < OJ) .
Let the limit of (p n In < OJ) be denoted p OJ .
We will determine, in the ground model, the sequence (Pn In < OJ) simultaneously with a fusion process for tffx for every x E supp(POJ)' Determining the
fusion process will determine the sequence, by setting p~(x) to be that condition (Pn'.9f,,) in tffx chosen at stage n of the fusion process. Finally, we will
let q be determined by setting qQ(x) to be that condition (Q, 1;1) arrived at
in stage OJ of the fusion process.
To specify the construction, then, we must specify the arbitrary steps in the
fusion process and the construction of the finite sets An .
Let (F(n)ln < OJ) decompose supp(POJ) as an increasing union of finite sets,
CARD(F(n)) = n.
Before beginning stage 0 of the construction, set p -I = 1 , and Po = p .
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At the beginning of stage n of the construction, we will have determined
{Amlm < n}, the condition Pn , and the first n - 1 stages of a fusion process
for (ffx for all x E sUPP(Pn_I)' For remaining x E suPP(Pn)' let the first n - 1
stages of the fusion process for (ffx be given by (Po'~) = ... = (Pn'~) =
p~(x), and the extension step is to do nothing.
Continue the fusion process for all (ffx' x E supp(P n ) , up to the extension
step.
For all x which are not in F (n) , the extension step will be to do nothing.
For x E F(n), there are n conditions (called Sm(n) , m < n, in the definition
of a fusion sequence for (ff) to be n-extended at the extension step. We can
name them in the ground model by {s?(x)li < n}. Each has 2n nodes (J on
its nth splitting level, denoted in the ground model by {(J~(x)lj < 2n }, and
each (sm(n))a can be altered be changing (J t n to produce 2n new conditions,
denoted in the ground model by {'~k(x)lk < 2n}. We will inductively define
s; , (Jj7, '~k' so it is forced that sr(x) n-extends s?(x) , and (J~(x), '~k(X)
are related to sr(x) exactly as (J~(x), '?jk(X) are related to s?(x).
Define an m-assignment to be an assignment associated with F(n) and
{'~k(x)li, j, k as above, x E F(n)}.

We will also inductively define a sequence of conditions qm and sets Bm'
Let qo = Pn and Bo = (2).
Given all objects defined for m, suppose there are an m-assignment I, an
element b fI. B m , and a condition qm+1 ::;(F(n) , 0) qm (I) , such that
qm+1 Ir- a

= b.

Then choose such a qm+I' define Bm+1 = Bm U {b}, and define new terms
) (Jjj
m+1 (x,
) 'ijk
m+1 ( X ) "
' "10rCed:
Sjm+1 (x,
lor wh'lCh'it is
There is a triple (ijk) with lex) = '~k(X). For this triple, if r is the
restriction of sr(x) to (Jj7(x) and lex) was obtained by replacing stem(r)
with (J, and , is obtained from q~+1 (x) by replacing (J with stem(r) (i.e.,
by changing the stem back again), then
S~+I(X) = Amn (" s~(x)),

and for all other i l

,

S~+I(X) = s~(x)).

The (Jm+ I and ,m+ I are determined by the sm+ I .
We know by Lemma 10 that for some m, no such qm+1 exists, For such m
define A n+ I = B m ; for x E F (n) , the extension step of stage n of the fusion
process on (ffx is to replace each s?(x) by sr(x); for all x E supp(P n ) , the final
step of stage n of the fusion process on (ffx is to set (Pn+I' ~+I) = q~(x).
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To complete the nth stage of the main inductive construction, set for all
XEX,

Q

Q

Pn+ 1(x) = qm(x).

Now we have defined (Pn' Anln < OJ) • Let Pw be the limit of the Pn ,

and q ~ * Pw be defined by
Q

q (x) =

{

(Q, fB) as produced in the fusion for t!'x'
1,
x ¢ supp(pw)'

x

E supp(Pw)'

We must show that q Ir- a EA.
Suppose, then, that q ~ q and for some b EM, g Ir- a = b. By construction,
we can extend q so that for every x in root(q) n supp(Pw)' it is forced that
for some stage n of the inductive construction of (Pnln < OJ)
(3(i, j, k)[r(x)

~o r~j,k(x)],

where m is the greatest integer such that qm was defined at stage n.
We can assume that q decides the choice of n for every x E root(q)nsupp(p w) .
(Suppose not. Let o:(q) be the largest ordinal 0: such that, for some such x of
height 0: in X, the associated n, n(x), has not been decided by q. As root(q)
is finite, we can change q to q by strengthening q ~ {ylht(y) < o:}, without
changing the rest of q, so that q decides n(x) for any x in root(q)nsupp(pw)
of height 0:. Since root(q) has been affected only below 0:, o:(q) < o:(q) ; by the
well-foundedness of X, repeating this process finitely many times will produce
a condition which does decide n(x) for every relevant x.) Finally, by replacing
each qR(X) by a term for a suitable restriction, we can assume that the same
n works for every x.
Suppose the construction at stage n halted with the definition of qm and
Em' As root(q) n supp(pw) S;;; F(n), there is an m-assignment / such that, for
x E root(q) n supp(pw) , it is forced that /(x) = (q)R(X) . The conditions qm(I)
and q have a common extension p, defined by
x E root(q),
x

¢ root(q).

Now p ~(F(n),O) qm(I), and p Ir- a = b. Since no qm+l was defined, we can
conclude that bE Em' Therefore, as desired, bE A.
This proves the lemma.
As corollaries to this lemma, we have the following facts.
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Theorem 13. The mixed-support generalized iteration of perfect tree forcing decompositions preserves WI'
Theorem 14. If .9x is the mixed-support iteration of perfect tree forcing decompositions and CH holds in the ground model, then
If CARD( X) ::::; WI' then .9x has a * -dense subset ofsize WI' and .9x forces
CH to hold.
If X is w 2 -like, then .9x has the w 2-chain condition, and preserves all cardinals.

4. A

FORCING PRINCIPLE

In this section, we give an example of a forcing construction using a generalized iteration to produce a model in which the continuum is large. We show it
is possible to obtain an arbitrarily large continuum together with the following
forcing axiom:
If .9 is any forcing partial order with the perfect tree property, and ~ a
collection of WI dense subsets of .9 , then there is a ~ -generic filter G ~ .9 .
The construction, of course, will be to force with a mixed-support iteration .9x
of perfect tree forcing decompositions. We have just shown that if X is w2 -like,
this will preserve cardinals. By making X large, we can make the continuum
large. We will further exploit the fact that X need not be well ordered to
guarantee that for any suitable ~ and .9, at some intermediate stage of the
iteration we added a ~ -generic filter on .9 .
Theorem 15.

Con(ZF) => Con(ZFC + 20J is arbitrarily large

+ FP(perfect tree forcing, w 2 )).

The forcing principle FP(~, A) states that if .9 is a forcing partial order
in the class ~, and ~ a collection of fewer than A dense subsets of .9 , then
there is a ~ -generic filter on .9 .
Definition. Let X be any support partial order and Y ~ Y be downwardclosed. An element y E X is an exact upper bound for Y iff X t y = Y .
The idea of the proof is to iterate along an w2 -like support partial order X
of size K, where K is a regular cardinal greater than WI' at each coordinate x
forcing with a perfect tree forcing decomposition tffx *.9Rx in M Xtx ' This will
preserve cardinals and force 20J = K.
If, in the generic extension M[G],.9 is a perfect tree forcing partial order
and ~ a size WI collection of dense subsets of .9 , then this situation can
be reflected to an initial segment of the iteration My, where Y has size WI'
Then we will add a ~ -generic subset of .9 by guaranteeing that, for some
exact upper bound y for Y, tffy *.9y is the decomposition of the version of
.9 reflected in My.
Two advantages of generalized iteration over standard iteration appear in this
outline. First, we can choose an w2 -like support partial order of size K, making
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the continuum large. Second, having reflected a situation regarding .9 E M[G]
to .9 E My , we need not worry that over My we forced, not with .9 , but with
some other forcing partial order instead; if Y has enough exact upper bounds
in X we can force with every perfect tree forcing decomposition in My. This
guarantees that every .9 and ~ will be taken care of without appealing to a
large cardinal reflection argument.
Proof. Let M F ZFC + GCH , and K ~ w 2 be a regular cardinal in M.
In M, let X be an w2 -like support partial order of cardinality K, such that
every downward-closed Y ~ X of size at most WI has at least w 2 exact upper
bounds in X.

Let .9x be a mixed-support iteration of perfect tree forcing decompositions
{C!x * gf"xl x E X}, such that if Y ~ X is downward-closed and of size at most
WI' every perfect tree forcing decomposition in My will be C!X *gf"x for some
exact upper bound x for Y. (Because .9y preserves cardinals and GCH, and
because from the definition of the perfect tree property it follows that under
GCH there are only w 2 many forcing partial orders with this property, Y has
enough exact upper bounds to allow us to do this.)
We know .9x preserves cardinals.
If G is .9x-generic over M, then in M[ G], 20J = K .
It remains to see that
M[G] F FP(perfect tree forcing, w 2 ).

Suppose .9 has the perfect tree property in M[G] , and {Dala < WI} is a
collection of dense subsets of .9. We will consider the universe of .9 to be a
subset of some cardinal 6.
Because .9x has the w 2 chain condition, if S is a term for a size WI
structure in M[ G] whose universe is a set of ordinals, then there is a size
WI Y ~ X in M for which .9y completely determines S. In particular,
it is forced that S E My. (For each n-ary relation R of the structure S,
and each ai' ... , an < WI' there is a maximal antichain C(R, ai' ... , an)
of conditions determining the (al)th, ... , (an)th elements of S and deciding
whether R holds on these elements. Let
Y = {y E XI(3R)(3{a l

' ••• ,

an} )(3p E C(R, a l

' ... ,

an))

(3x E supp(p))[y < x]).

Since there are WI antichains of the form C(R, ai' ... , an)' each having size
each condition p having countable support, and each x having at most
countably many predecessors, Y has size WI' (Maximal antichains of .9x
completely determining the structure S lie in .9y .)
If Y ~ X is such that any countable subset of Y has an upper bound in
Y, then every countable sequence of ordinals in My is actually in Myty for
some y E Y. (Let {an In < w} be a term for a countable sequence of ordinals
in My. In My, for each n there is Pn E Gy deciding the value of an' and
WI '
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= U{supp(Pn)ln < w} is a countable subset of Y. Lemma 11 of §2 can be
used to show that S is contained in a countable set T in M. But then if y is
an upper bound for T in Y, (anln < w) E M yty .)
In M, choose inductively for a::; W, ' Y(a) ~ X and P(a) ~ 0 (recall that
o is the universe of the forcing partial order .9 E M[G]) such that:
(i) Y(a) and P(a) have size w, .
(ii) For a < W,' Y(a) ~ Y(a + 1) and P(a) ~ P(a + 1). If a is a limit
ordinal, P(a) = U{P(P)IP < a} and Y(a) = U{Y(P)IP < a}.
(iii) The structure of .9 (ie, ::;, ::;0' splitting levels, restrictions, amalgamations, changes of stem, finite unions) restricted to P(a) is decided by .9Y(et+') .
Each Dy n P(a) is decided by .9Y(et+') .
(iv) Every countable subset of Y(a) has an upper bound in Y(a + 1).
(v) For each y < w, and P E P(a) , it is forced that there is a q E P(a + 1)
such that q ::; P and q E Dy • (There is a size w, maximal antichain deciding
the least such q. Simply add all w, many possibilities to p(a + 1) .)
(vi) It is forced that any fusion sequence from P(a) in MY(et) has a fusion
in P(a + 1). (Similarly, there are only w, fusion sequences from P(a) in
MY(et) , and for each P < w, ' only w, possibilities for the fusion of the pth
sequence.)
Let Y = Y(w,) and P(w,). Then:
(i) Y and P have size w,' and every countable subset of Y has an upper
bound in Y. (Hence, every fusion sequence from P in My is actually in
Myty for some y E Y, and thus in MY(et) for some a < w.)
(ii) It is forced that the structure of .9 restricted to P is in My and that
any fusion sequence from P in My has a fusion in P.
(iii) Each Dy n P is forced to be dense in P and to be an element of My.
Then P, as a suborder of .9 , is a perfect tree forcing partial order in My.
For some exact upper bound y for Y, fffy * 9fy is the decomposition of P in
My; thus, G(y) adds a P-generic over My. In M[G] , G(y) adds a (DyIY <
w,)-generic filter for .9 .
This proves FP(perfect tree forcing, ( 2 ) in M[G].
S

5.

CONCLUSION

This paper has essentially addressed one technical question about generalized
iteration, that of finding a class of forcing partial orders that can be iterated
while preserving w,' and given one application, the consistency of a forcing
principle with large continuum. Open questions include most of the technical
questions that have been dealt with in the case of standard iterations. It is to
be hoped that there will be more applications of this technique to producing
models with large continuum.
One specific question, with its associated technical challenge, is the following. Standard iteration produces a model of MA + large continuum. Generalized iteration produces a model of FP(perfect tree forcing, ( 2 ) + large
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continuum. Neither construction works in the other context. Is it possible to
produce, from a model of ZFC, a model of MAw + FP(perfect tree forcing,
I
lV 2 ) + large continuum? This is a step toward answering the question: What
forcing principles are consistent with large continuum? The strongest possible
forcing principle for meeting lVl dense sets is FP(~, lV 2 ) where ~ is the
class of forcing partial orders that preserve stationary subsets of lVl ; this axiom was christened Martin's Maximum Principle by Foreman, Magidor, and
Shelah, who proved it consistent assuming the consistency of a supercompact
cardinal. They give an upper bound for an answer to this last question, by showing that Martin's Maximum Principle implies the continuum is lV 2 • Todorcevic
has shown that PFA+ , a technical strengthening of the proper forcing axiom
(FP(proper forcing, lV2 )), likewise implies that the continuum is lV 2 • Whether
the proper forcing axiom can be consistent with the continuum greater than lV2
is still unknown.
ApPENDIX

Here we give some examples of standard forcing partial orders to add reals
which are perfect tree forcings and show how they can be put into this framework.
Example. Sacks forcing [17] is defined by

.9 = :T;

S ~

t

iff s

~

t.

This is a perfect tree forcing under the definitions:

Example. Prikry-Silver forcing [6] is defined by

.9 = {t E:TI if 6, rEt, 161 = Irl, then
s ~ t iff s ~ t.

6~p E

t ~ r~p E t},

This is a perfect tree forcing under the definitions:
s
if a E Sn(t), s

~o

~o

t

iff s

~

t;

(t)a ' then for all r E Sn(t),

(Amn(s, t)). = {r~pla~p EX} U {pip

c r}.

Example. Laver forcing [13] is defined by
(2' =

{t ~ ~ lVl t is downward-closed and for all a E t,
if stem(t) ~ a, then {nla~n E t} is infinite},
s

~

t

iff s

~

t.
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The map f: '& OJ ---> '&2 defined by
f(0) = 0,
f(a~n) = f(a)~(

induces an order-preserving map
The image of t:f under
.9

7 is

a sequence of n

O's)~l,

7: t:f ---> .:T :
7(t) = /'t.

= {t E.:TI if stem(t) ~ a and a E t then a~O E t},

which is a perfect tree forcing under the definitions:
S

~o

t if s ~ t and stem (s)

if a E Sn(t) , s ~o (t)oo' then for all r
(Amn(s, t))r =

= stem(t)~( a sequence of O's);
E
{

Sn(t) ,
S,

(t)t'

r=a,

r =I- a.

Example. Mathias forcing [15] is defined by t:f = {(a, X) I for some n E OJ, a E
X is an infinite subset of OJ - n}, (a, X) ~ (r, Y) iffr ~ a, X ~ Y,
and for all n E length(a) -length(r), a(n) = 1 ~ n EX.
An order-preserving map from t:f to .:T is given by

"2 and

f( (a, X) 1= {rlr

The image of t:f under

~ a or a ~ r, and for all
n E length(r) - length(a), r(n) = 1 ~ n EX}.

f is

.9 = {tit is a condition for Laver forcing, and if a E n2 n t
and r E '1 nt, then for all p, a~p E tiffr~p

E

t},

which is a perfect tree forcing if we define ~o as for Laver forcing, and amalgamation by, given a E Sn(t) and s ~o (t)oo' then for all r E Sn(t) ,
(Amn(s, t))r is obtained from s by a change

of stem that replaces a with r.
The definition of perfect tree forcing given here was chosen for concreteness
and relative simplicity, to facilitate the definition of the decomposition t:f *.9R
and the proof that t:f *.9R actually adds a .9-generic. In fact, the definition
is much narrower than the proof of the iteration theorem requires. That proof
uses the following facts about t:f *.9R :
(i) t:f is a countably closed forcing partial order, which generically adds a
forcing partial order .9R with ordering ~ and a refinement of the ordering ~o.
(ii) There is an (OJ + I)-stage fusion process for t:f such as the one we
have sketched. Stage n allows finitely many potential conditions in .9R,
{rU, n)li < f(n)}, to be successively zero-extended, arbitrarily, to obtain
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{r' (i , n)} Ii < J( n)}, and allows the condition qn in ($ to be arbitrarily extended to qn+1 . Stage OJ produces a condition q extending all of the qn' such
that q forces:

(Vr E 9f)(3m)(Vn > m)(3s ~ r)(3i < J(n))[s ~o

r' (i, n)].

(iii) The function J is eventually bounded by a recursive function. Some
such requirement is necessary because the proof of the iteration theorem required us to predict in the ground model exactly how many conditions are to
be zero-extended at stage n of the fusion process on ($x .
The following quickly sketched examples fit into this rather loose characterization and illustrate how the scope of the iteration theorem, and of the theorem
in §4, can be expanded. We give, without proofs, enough details to indicate that
the proof of the iteration theorem applies to each.
Example. Solovay's forcing notion to almost-disjoint code a set B £;;; OJ I [10] is
defined from a collection of almost disjoint subsets of OJ, {bala < OJ I }, by:
($ = {(a, S)la E r:!2, S E

(a, S)

~

[OJtl<w},

(r, T) iffr £;;; a, T £;;; S, and for all i
a(i)

rt U{bala E

E

length(a) - length(r),

T}.

We define a supplementary partial order, .9:
.9 = {(t , J)It = (r:!2)O' for some a, and J: t --. [OJtl<w
is such that if p £;;; r then J(p) £;;; J(r)} ,
(t, J) ~ (s, g) iff t £;;; s, for all a E t, g(a) £;;; J(a) ,
and
If

:§

(stem(t) , J(stem(t))) extends (stem(s) , g(stem(s))) in ($.

is .9-generic, then

= stem(t) and J(a) = S}

{(a, S)I for some (t, J) E:§, a

is

($ -generic.

An Axiom A structure with finite splitting can be put on .9:
(t, J) ~o (s, g)

(t, J)

~n

(s, g)

("1m < n)(Va E

if stem (t) £;;; a
if (1, J) ~o (s, g) 0' '

iff (t, J)
iff (t, J)

~

(s, g) and t = s,

~o

(s, g) and

m 2)[J(stem(t)~a) = g(stem(s)~ a)],

(1, J))O' = «(t)O' ' J(t)O') ,
where for some r E n 2, a = stem(s)~ r
Amn(t, J), (s, g)) = (s, h)

where
h(t)= {

J(r) ,
g(t) ,

a ~ r,
otherwise.

GENERALIZED ITERATION OF FORCING
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A 9'-generic can be added by the decomposition ~ * fJl: ~ = {(P, .w')IP
is a countable subset of 9' , .w' is a countable collection of subsets of 9', for
every A E .w' and (t, f) E P there is (s, g) E P such that (s, g) :5 0 (t, f)
and A is predense in 9' below (s, g)},
(P,.w') :5 (Q, g-)

If :ff

~~

is generic, then
fJl

iff Q ~ P and g-

~.w'.

= U{PI(P, 0) E:ff},

ordered as a suborder of 9' .
Here, ~ has the usual fusion process, except that the complication of changing stems is avoided.
Example. Shelah's forcing partial order to add a generic Sacks condition is a
modification of Sacks forcing [15] defined by:
9' denotes Sacks forcing,
~ = {(t, u)lt E 9', u is a finite initial segment of t},
(t, u) :5 (s, v) iff t ~ s and v ~ u.
An Axiom A structure with finite splitting can be put on
(t, u) :5 0 (s, v)
(t, u) :5 n (s, v)

iff t ~ sand u = v,
iff u = v and t :5 n s as conditions in 9';

if u is bounded below Sn(t) , l:
such that r:5 a , then

~

Sn(t) , and for every r E u there is a E l:

((t, u) h: = (U{(t)ula E l:}, {ri(3a E l:)[r

ifl:~Sn(t)

~:

c

a]}) ;

and (s,v):5 o ((t,u))u,then
Amn((s, v), (t, u)) = (s U U{(t)rlr E Sn(t) -l:}, u).

A ~-generic can be added by the decomposition ~ * fJl: ~ = {(P,.w') IP
is a countable subset of 9', .w' is a countable collection of subsets of P =
{(t, u) E ~It E P} , for every A E.w' and (t, u) E P there is (s, v) E P such
that (s, v) :5 0 (t, u) and A is predense in ~ below (s, v)} ,
(P, .w') :5 (Q, g-)

iff Q ~ P and g-

~.w'.

Here, the fusion process on ~ actually builds fusion sequences from 9' (rather
than from ~). At stage n, finitely many conditions t E Pare n-extended by
zero extending each ((t, 0))I: ' for l: c Sn (t) , as a condition in ~.
Example. Countably closed forcing has a natural (trivial) Axiom A structure
with no splitting.
Added in proof. Todorcevic has shown PFA itself implies the continuum is w 2 •
He and Velickovic have shown PFA can be weakened to FP( countable closed
* ccc, ( 2 ).
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